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Foundation by Peter Born
Installation of the first pallet tyer
Installation of the first pallet destrapper
Installation of the first pallet labelling system
Thomas Born takes over the management of the 		
company in the second generation
bornbinder® is registered as a trademark
Sale of the first foil-banding machine
Beginning of direct marketing in Germany
New labelling device is presented at the Drinktec 2005
Beginning of service by bornbinder® technicians in
Germany. Newly developed pallet labelling system
without clips is introduced at the Drinktec in Munich.
First 4-fold horizontal tyer is presented at the Hispack
in Barcelona
Prototype of the latest pallet tyer generation is put
into operation at a Swiss customer mineral springs

The company

Our core competence is the environmentally conscious and
economic securing and labelling of pallets in the beverages
industry.
We are the number one in pallet strapping. Our systems
have the highest development level of state-of-the-art technology in automatic pallet binding machines. Thanks to specialised engineering know-how we have made a trustworthy
name for ourselves on the market as innovative pioneers in
pallet strapping. Our fully integrated and automated costsaving solutions fulfil all requirements in the most various
applications of the beverages industry.
Pallet securing with conventional twine is economical and
ecologically sensible: the twine loop can be used several
times, is flexible and has a high tear resistance as well as
excellent elastic recovery. The elastic securing twine can be
easily removed from the pallet as a whole loop at the end
customer’s premises and can be used again for the return

transport of empties. During depalletisation, the twine loop
can finally be removed from the pallet again automatically
by means of the bornbinder® destrapper. This closes the
ecologically optimised cycle. Therefore, practically no waste
is produced: large amounts of waste expensive PE foil are
now a thing of the past thanks to bornbinder®.
Consistent market-oriented product development leads to
systems that are able to easily meet today’s requirements
– and tomorrow’s. The European technology used by us
combined with Swiss precision and quality results in sophisticated, reliable systems. Which is why not only many satisfied
customers rely on the innovative bornbinder® systems for
decades, but also well-known providers of beverage filling
plants and sales partners.
Our high-quality, robust and low-maintenance systems are
characterised by high efficiency, low maintenance costs and
a high degree of availability. bornbinder® has the fastest
pallet tyers: outputs of more than 200 pallets an hour even
impress experts.
And the automatic labelling in the same pallet station is designed in an economical and ecologically sensible manner.
The low-cost normal paper labels are automatically and
reliably fastened to a twine and not stuck to the boxes as
otherwise usual. Therefore, they do not leave adhesive
residues on the boxes, but can be easily removed and used
again for picking.
We offer our customers experienced specialists. A consultation service for economical solutions is just as natural as
regular service for the high degree of availability of the
systems, combined with he transfer of in-depth know-how
to the customer by means of training.

Market services

Our ambition

You can make use of the following bornbinder® services 
for the economical strapping, destrapping and labelling
of your pallets:
> Pallet binder
> Pallet destrapper
> Labelling system
> Service and maintenance
> Sale of consumable materials -> all from one source!
This comprehensive service package guarantees sophisticated solutions.

You can be sure that with the bornbinder® pallet binder you
have the best machine on the market. We consider this to be
absolutely self-evident.
Furthermore we are your reliable partner. We live every day
fulfilling the following requirements:
> Reliability, competence and adherence to delivery dates
> Fast handling of orders
> Optimal price/performance ratio
As a competence centre for pallet binding, we will in future
continue our commitment to the requirements of our customers.
As a customer, you can totally relay on our strengths: we provide you with technological competence and consultancy
competence from one source. It is the combination of both
elements that guarantees perfect results.
Therefore, a responsible contact person is there for you in
each project. This guarantees efficient and successful project
handling within the framework of individual or overall solutions at all times.
As a competent partner for pallet securing, we work in accordance with the following principles:
> Experienced engineers, who have excelled in difficult 
and demanding tasks, will accompany you throughout
the entire project. These best trained contacts will 		
competently and immediately understand your requirements and wishes, thus enabling professional and punctual realisation.
> Innovative technology ensures reliable pallet strapping
systems that are ready for immediate use. We leave experimenting to others.
> We develop high-performance pallet strapping and labelling systems using state-of-the-art engineering processes.
This leads to solutions with the best possible cost/performance ratio.

Core competences
You can benefit immensely from the interconnection of our
comprehensive professional knowledge in the most various
fields. We offer particular features in the following fields:

Innovation
> Economically and ecologically groundbreaking solutions
> Fastest systems on the market
> Seamless integration into existing plants

Quality
> European technology combined with Swiss precision and
quality
> Robust, reliable and sophisticated systems
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